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ABSTRACT

Measurements are reported of the growth of air bubbles by rectified

,diffusion at 21.6 kHz. Values of the threshold acoustic pressure amplitude

were obtained as a function of bubble radius and liquid surface tension

and show good agreement with theory. Measurements of the rate of growth

of bubbles by rectified diffusion as a function of acoustic pressure

* amplitude for varying surface tension show agreement only for high

surface tension. When the surface tension is lowered by the addition

of a surfactant, the observed growth rates become much larger than

predicted. Surface wave aictivity that coul ,d icrc••. . the growth ratp hvI acoustic streamiiing was not observed at low radii and was discounted as

the responsible mechanism. A possible explanation for the large growth

rates is given in terms of a retardation of outward gas diffusion by an

organic monolayer present on the surface of the air bubble.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper con,-erns the phenomenon of rectified diffusion of gas into

air bubbles that are caused to pulsate in a liquid by the action of an

acoustic fielo. Free bubbles present in water that would normally dissolve

may be caused to glow due to the unequal mass transfer across the air-water

Sinterface during buboble oscillation.

Theoretica p-redictiZen of the threshold for rectified diffusion have

.been shown to agree with experiment 12 and rates of growth that seemed

excessive were snown to be due to increased acoustic streatdin, introduced
3

by surface waves present on the bubble. in this paper, measurements

will be presented of the growth of air bubbles by rectified diffusion,

both at and above the threshold, for various values of the liquid surface

tension, the acoustic pressure amplitude and bubble radius. Comparisons

with theoretical predictions indicate a substantial disagreement with

theory for the rate of bubble growth at low surface tensions.

In a historical sense, it is desirable to briefly review the progress

of research concerning rectified diffusion. The phenomenon seems to have

45originated with Harvey, and was first discussed in some detail by Blake, 5

whno formulated an inadequate theory for precdict-mg the threshold. Attempts

6 7
by Pode6 and Rosenberg were also found inadequate to explain some of the

8 9
early .neasurements by Strasberg. Hsieh and Plesset, by adding a

convection term in tne diffusion equation, considerably improved upon
10

Blake's appro;ximate results. Their theory was shown by Strasberg to be

in good agreem;-ent with his measured values. Eller and Flynn extended the

S-.2-



theory to include nonli Ineý,r or 1w q Il itude effects anld Safar, showed

that tne Hsieh-Plesset and L1 ler-Flynn treatmnent~s were essentially equivalent

when inertial effects were not. neý iected in the Hsieh-Plesset approach.

Eller1 ~ made several measurements of both the threshold and the growth

rate and found that his theory was adequate in predicting thresholds

but was unable to account for some very large growth rates that he observed.

He suggested that the rapid rates of g .1,wth niay be accounted for by acoustic

mlicrostreaming. Gud has observed bubbles growing by rectified diffusion

and has found agreement with Eller's theory in the absence of streaming.

By observing the bubble directly in a microscope he vlas able to detect

the onset of surface oscillations of the bubble that in turn intr-oduced

significant acoustic microstrearninq. This strea~iing greatly enhanced

bubble growth ania was likely the explianatcion for- the ictrue jruV.;tLh rates

13 14
seen by Ellier. Attempts by Davidson and by Kapustina, and Statnikov

to accoint, for enhanced growth rates by microstreaming apo~ea-' to be

inaidequlate.

-3-



I. QUAI1CNS FOP bU-hLL G'ROW iH

El er has simplified the m:ore general theory and obtained an

approximation for thK growth rate that is easy to apply to the data of

this experiment. The rate of change of the equilibrium bubble radius

with time is

-R Ud )(~/9 a\ 2o1
at - 36(i - •2)2 PO ) (1)

where D is the diffusion constant, P is the acoustic pressure amplitude,

P0 is the ambient pressure, ( is the surface tension of the liquid, d is

L the ratio of the concentration, in mass per unit volume, of dissolved gas
2

to the density of gas in equilibrium with the solution, and 5- is given by

2 'R'21/36PO (2)

in Eq. 2, p is the density of the liquid and co the angular" frequency. In

these equations, 6 is a constant that has the value 1.0 for isothermal

pulsations and the value 1.4 for the adiabatic case. Since the gas in

tho interior of the bubble behaves isothermnally in some cases and adiabatically

in others, Eller found it simpler to solve the diffusion problem for the

two limits rather than the general case. Unfortunately, for the range

of values in this experiment, the gas behaives neither isothermally nor

adiabatically, but in an intermediate region. it is possible to approximate

t.e effect of heat. conduction on the diffusion problem by using the value

of the heat conduction parameter n calculated for a pulsating bubble without

15. 16
Sdiffusioi, and obtained by Crum and Eller 1 5 based on the work of Devin1

S~-4-



" .it is thus assumed that the gradual diffusion will not affect the heat

conduction properties of the gas within the bubble. The heat conduction

parameter is giver. by

,;~~ 11! X (S 11U) I• x six)) (3)

where X sinh(X) ;sin(X)) 2(cosh(X) - Cos(X)rb (yh) 1 1 kL

dhX(cosh(X)- cos(X)) + 3(y - 1) X(sinh(X) -sin(X

and X = R (2w/Di)2.

y is tne ratio of specific heats of the gas within the bubble. The

constant 01 Z K/r,/ p,, where K1 is the thermal conductLvity of the gas

in the bubble, p1 is the density of the gas, and.Cpc is the specific heat

at constaný pressu!v2 iur tne gas.

The groc.wth rate equation used for calculations in this experiment was

thus Lq. 1 with 6 replaced by q as given in Eq. 3. The equation for the

threshold for rectified diffusion is obtained by setting the growth rate

equal to zero in Eq. 1 and solving for the acoustic pressure amplitude.

The tnreshold acoustic pressure amplitude required for growth is then

I 3rqo/ R P

Note tihat 6 has been replaced by r.

The consta:rts that we-e used in the above equations and appl icable to

this experiment are f = w/2 = 21.6 kflz, y = 1.4, D= 0.20 cmn/sec,

1.01 x 10' dyn/cm2
, and r = 1.0 qm/cm . The constants D and d ware

corrected for temperature variations by the following equations:

= (6.1$ x 10" T - 15.6 x i0-s) cni 2/sec and d = 1.02 x 10- - 2.80 x 10-" T



(uritless), where T is t.hIe aLsolute teipe:-a'ture. bistillied wdtcr used

for the experimnnt was tested with an oxygen anaiyzei and found to be

near soatu, ation.

II. EXPERINENTAL PROCEDURC AND SOML R$SULTS

The various data cmncerming the growth of bubbles by rectified

diffusion was obtained by acoustically levitating the air bubbles near

the antinode of an acoustic stationary wave. This techniqueI12,3,17,18 has

become quite cowi;ion for many applications and will not be described here.

Tne stationary wave system was constructed by cementing a hollow glass

cylinder between two matched hollow cylindrical .transducers, fitted with

aflexiblc pressure release ciapnragm un one end and openi ,i the other.

"Te cooposite system was approximately 7.5 cm in diameter by 10 cm in

,iicij,,; tne width of the glass in the middle about 2.5 cm. This system

was driven at its (r,o,z) = (1,0,1) mode at a frequency of 21.6 kliz. The V

bubble was clearly visible through the glass cylinder under dark field

illumination and measurements of its terminal rise velocity were mado

through the qlass wall with a precision cathetometer. The bubble's size

was measured by iterating the rise velocity equation of Langmuir and
B.o g t 18,19 I

B':odqett'

R'2 gu 1 + 0.20 Re06 + L2.6 x 10"3L Re' (5

where v is tne kinemdatic viscosity of the liquid, u is the terminal rise

velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration and Re = 2Ru/v, the Reynolds

num:,be r.
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1The vG riationi of the acoustic pressure aniplit'•c alony the vertical

axis of the system wos nmeasured with a small calilhratea proLUc hydrophone,

and by posItion'ny lhic hydrophone accord;•yly, was used to nionitu-, the

"acoustic pressure at thl- bubble position during measuremLnts. 3ecause the

position of the bubble in the stationary wave 3ysten- is a function

of tne acoustic pressure amp litude and its gradient, but independent of

bubble size, measurements of the growth rate of the bubble for a particular

acoustic pressure amplituae could bM obtained simply by measuring the

rise velocity as a function of time. This investigation of rectified

diffusion w,,s alio riade as a fuictlon of the surface tension of the liQuid.

A comnmercially available surfactant, ethoxylated octaphenol, marketed under

Sthe brnd name Photoflo, and common in photographic applications, was used.

* The oa 1 iti o: of 25 a)~i IJ tI(l VCý~IIILIlL t h 'f

tension fr.x; 72.4 oyn/cm to 50 dyn/cm. Addition of 1-arqe amounts of

suruocta.nt lowered the surface tension to a mininmu:,, of approximately

30 dyn/cm. The surface tension of the bulk liquid was measured while in

the transducer system with a Du •'ouy ring tensiometer.

The various rectified diffusion measurements will now be described.

A. Threshold for Rectified Diffusion

The threshold fur rectified diffusion was uetermined by observing the

bubi;le's growth rate as a function of time and acoustic pressure amplitude.

A bubble was levitated in the system and observed through the cathetometer.

Its rise velocity was measured for caUal time intervals, and if the rise

velocity decreasea or increased the pressure ampilitude was below or" above

thre.shold rcspectively.

-7-
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Figure 1 shows a graph of the acoustic pressure amplitude as a function

of bubble radius for a surface tension of 55 dyn/cm. Plotted on the graph

are points where the bubble was observed to be growino, dissolving or

stable. Also shown are the)retical curves calculated using Eq. 4 with

rn = 1.0 (isothermal case), n = 1.4 (adiabatic case) and n given by Eq. 3.

It is seen first of all that reasonably good agreement is obtained

between theory and experiment in confirmation of the earlier results of

Eller1' 2  Further, the addition of the heat conduction parameter does nct

significantly improve the agreerient; it. merely solves the dilema of the

choice between the two heat conduction limits. Actually, the data

are probably not good enough to resolve the difference in this particular

case.

Similar data tc these were taken for other liquid bUrfdL- tnS:i,,5 and

a graph of the threshold acoustic pressure amplitude as a function of

surface tension for a radius of S.C x 10-3 cm is shown in Fig. 2. Again

good agreement is found and it is reason, le to assert that the threshold

for rectified diffusion of gas into air bubbles for a wide range of bubble

radii and surface tension can be adequately predicted by theory.

B. Bubble Growth Rates

In this experiment, it was possible also to obtain the absolute radius

of the air bubble as a function of time. Data fin' the bubble radius as

a function of time for a surface tension of V - .in . and acoustic pressure

amplitudes of 0.20 bar and 0.36 bar are shc uios. 3 and 4 respectively.

Aso shown in these figures is the theoretical radius as a function of time

obtained by nLcnerically integrating Eq. 1 (with 6 replaced by p) and the

S-8
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initial radius enual to the experimental one. In Fia. 3 it is seen that

the experimental growth rate is not constant, but increases with time, and

after a few minutes deviates markedly from the theory. Although the

theoretical growth is also not exactly linear with time, it is approximately

so for the range of radii covered. It should also be noted that the last

data point shows a rapid increase in the growth rate. This rapid growth

at radii greater than approximately 6.0 x 10-3 cm was common to most of

the i;ieasurements and was accompanied by a perceptible change in the

intensity and character of the scattered light from the bubble. Gould 3

has reported direct observations of surface wave activity during rectified

diffusion measurements and has shown that growth rates increased rapidly

after the onset of these oscillations, probably -due to the induced

,microstreaming. In these exoeriments, it was not possible to observe

the bubble oscillations directly but only via the scattering of light

used to illuminate the bubble. Both Figs. 3 and 4 show the increased -

growth rates that appeared shortly after the onset of the surface waves.

The fluctuating light intensity indicative of surface wave activity was

not accompanied by any relative translatory motion of the bubble until

the bubble had grown beyond this initial stage. The erratic dancing

notion that followed has been examined previously, and during this

experiment measurements were made of the incipient threshold for dancinc
motion for surface tensions of 72 dynicm and 32 dyn/cm. It was discovered

that the threshold for dancing motion for the two surface tensions was

neaily identical for a range of bubble radii from 20 to 90 microns.

Gould 3 observed the threshold for surface waves on bubbles with radii of

45 microns and a surface tension of 72 dyn/cm to be on the order of

0.45 bar (See Fig. 3, Ref. 3). In this experiment, values of the acoustic

-13-



pressure amplitude almost never exceeded 0.40 bar.

In Fig. 4 it is seen that the experimental growth rate is essentially

constant and considerably greater than predicted. For example, at a bubble

radius of 45 microns the experimental growth rate is 15.8 x lO- 6cm/sec

while the predicted value ;s 8.4 x 10- 6 cm/sec. Note also that the theory

predicts an initial reduction in growth rate followed by a region in which

the rate remains essentially constant.

Figure 5 is a major result of this study and shows several important

features. In this graph the rectified diffusion growth rate is plotted

versus the acoustic pressure amplitude for three different values of the

liquid surface tension and for a fixed radius of 4.5 x I0 3 cm. The following

features are to be noted from this graph. First, as shown earlier, the

uuýerveu uir t lv for rect I I l u I I I u •, lul ay ree Iu Iw au , y Vwe I wY I L11

the predicted thresholds. Second, the observed growth rates for lower

surface tensions soon deviate from the predicted values and become

appreciabl- larger for higher pressure amplitudes. For example, for a

surface terision of 32 dyn/cm and a pressure amplitude of 0.325 bar, the

observed growth rate is nearly three times the predicteC' rate. Third,

althougjh the theory shows only a slight dependence of the growth rate

on the surface tension, the observed growth rates depend markedly on it.

For high surface tensions theory and experiment agree reasonably well but

for low surface tensions the growth rate is appreciably larger for

acoustic pressure amplitudes only slightly above threshold.

The exaggerated dependence of the growth rate on the surface tension

is shown in more detail in Fig. 6. Here, the growth rate is plotted

versus the surface tension for a fixed value of the radius (5 x 10 3 cm)

-14-
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Sand a fixed pressure amplitude (0.22 bar). Note the increased deviation

from theory for lower surface tensions.

When increasing amounts of surfactant are added to water, the surface

tension is reduced until the monomolecular film saturates the surface.

2?It is thought that the long thin molecules are oriented with their polar

ends interacting with the water and their nonpolar ends projecting

away from the water. After the surfactant molecules have saturated the

surface, the surface tension remains constant, and is not reduced upon

the addition of more surfactant. In this experiment, it was found that

1300 ppm of Photoflo added to water was sufficient to reduce the surface

tension to 32 dyn/cm; additional amounts had no further surface tension

reduction.

Figure 7 shows the variation in the bubble growth rate with acoustic

p-essure amplitude for surfactant concentrations exceeding saturation.

By saturation is meant that additional surfactant would not lower the

surface tension. Growth rates are plotted for two cases: one in which

the surfactant concentration is at saturation (approximately 1300 ppm)

and another in which the surfactant concentration was increased to 3300 ppm.

In both cases the growth rates were determined at 4.5 x 10- 3cm. It is

observed that in the case of surfactant concentration above saturation,

the threshold for rectifie0a diffusion is lowered below the predicted value.

The actual threshold could not be determined because of equipment limitations.

The liquid sample with surfactant concentration exceeding saturation

was obtained by si.,ply adding extra amounts of surfactant to the liquid

sample at saturation. Although the growth rate curve ii Fig. 7 for the

second cases seems to indicate a solution oversaturated with gas, the two

curves were obtained using the same sample of water. Also, measurements

-17-
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of the oxygen concentration of water with an oxygen analyzer showed no

variation in the oxygen concentration of samples with varying amounts of

surfactant.I Figures 5,6 and 7 give considerable support to the view that the

poor agreement between observed and predicted values of the rate of

bubble growth by rectified diffusion is related to surface effects on

I. the liquid-gas interface.

III. DISCUSSION

Eller2 had found that observed growth rates were larger than

predicted even though observed and predicted thresholds were about the

* same. He sugaested that a possible explanation for the increased qrowth

rate was due to acoustic microstreaming ,.hat greatly increased the avail-

ability of gas for diffusion into the bubble. Gould examined the effect of

microstrearning on diffusion rates and concluded that the onset of surface

wave activity did indeed induce streaming which markedly increased the

* diffusion rate. Further, he found essential agreement for the predicted

* and observed growth rates when microstreaming was absent. The results of

this experiment corroborate these findings. However, it has been discovered

in this experiment that at -reduced surface tension, observed and predicted
k

I growth rates began to increasingly diverge as the surface tension is reduced,

It was first thouqht that surface wave activity was responsible for the

increased growth rates observed. However, in the observations by Gould 3

(see for example his Figs. 7 and 8) these surface oscillations wereI accompanied by such d rapid increase in the growth rate that a readily

observable kink occurred in the radius-time curve. Figures 3 and 4 of this

-19-



study, which are similar to over 75 other radius-time observations made, show

similar kinks in the growth curves, but only after the observed growth

has deviated significantly from the theory. The possibility that surface

wave activity is present in all the cases and for all the ranges observed

appears highly unlikely, and thus an alternative explanation is required

to ex>piain the increased growth rates.

IL has been known for some time 2 3 ,24,25 that surface active agents

can reduce the evaporation rate of water. M, ansfield24 has shown that

the water loss by evaporation from large lakes may be reduced by as much

as 50% by addition of an appropriate monomolecular film. Archer and

La Mer26 found that the rate of evaporation may :e reduced by a factor

of 10 by the application of a fatty acid monelayer. In an attempt to

a ...... or these large redurtions in the evaporation rate, Barnes27

'co-worke-s calculated the evaporation resistance assuming that water

molecules could only evaporate through holes in the monolayer film.

With a reasonable estimate of the ratio of hole area to monolayer area

they were able to calculate values of the evaporation resistance that

approximated the measured v3lues. Mansfield 2 4 also found that exp3nsion

of the film by as little as 10% reduced the evaporation resistance

considerably, while compression of the film had little effect on the

evaporation resistance.

The existence of surface active materials present on air bubble

surfaces have been previously suggested as effecting the dissolution,28,29

30 31 Iand the resonance frequency of small air bubbles. Elder visually

observed the presence of a layer of surface active materials on air bubbles

and its effect on acoustic microstreaming. Liebermann32 examined the

effect of surface contaminatioil in reducing the diffusion of a stationary

air bubble thdt was allowed to slowly dissolve in water. However, he states

I -20-



F

that he was unable to find a significant (by a factor of two) effect on

the diffusion rate by adding surface-active agents such as detergents.

He aid find that air bubbles left a solid particulate residue when dissolveo

on a glass slide.

It appears that several facts point toward the presence of a surface

active monolayer as an explanation for the large growth rates observed

in rectified diffusion. 1. The observation by Mansfield that expansion

of a film allows more evaporation than when the film is compressed is

directly applicable to the case of a pulsating air bubble. If the film

* allows miore penetration of molecules on expansion than on compression, a

* rectification of diffused air would occur, in agreement with the above

observations on rectified diffusion. Further, if, on expansion, the

film, is broken up, the time required for the film to repair itself is

long compared to the period uf the acoustic cycle. Lord Rayieigh," J in an

ingenious experiment performed in 1890, showed that surface active agents

needed at least 10 nisec for their migration to the surface and their

resultant reduction in surface tension. On the other hand, the compression

may cause the repair mechanically so that no diffusion of the film from

the liquid substrate is required. At any rate, it seems lc~gical to assume

that if evaporation rates can be retarded by four orders of magnitude,

diffusion rates can be effpcted enough each cycle to cause a significant

increase in the amount of gas containea within the bubble. The observations
32

by Liebermann that diffusion rates may be slightly dffected by surface

contaminants support this view. With the rapid pulsation, 21.6 kHz, very

little rectification is required each cycle to significantly affect

the growth rate. Further, although it is difficult to predict the effect
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of the film on the threshuld for rectified diffusion, it seems likely

that the effect would be small. The retardation of outward gas diffusion

by the film might lower the threshold, but since the mass transfer near

threshold is small the eftect would also be small. It is seen in Fig. 5

that the observed diffusion rate approaches the predicted rate at

threshold, which implies that the-effect of the film near threshold

should be insignificant.

2. The observation that measured growth rates depend very strongly on

the surface tension as shown in Fig. 6 tends to support the film hypothesis.

For small amounts of surfactant (high surface tension) the difference

* between observed and predicted growth rates is much less than for large

amounts of surfactant (low surface tension).

3. The observation in Figs. 3 and 4 of smooth radius-time c_,ves with no

kinks in tne growth curves tends to rule out microstreaming due to surface

wave activity as the explanation for the observed large rates of growth

of an ai. bubble at low surface tensions. The observation in Fig. 5 that

observed growth rates are larger than predicted for all values of the

acoustic pressure amplitude above threshold tends to support this c..clusion.

S4. The curious phenomena in Fig. 7 is difficult to explain but strongly

implies that the surfactant is affecting the diffusion. .

le 31.
* Finally, as an alternative explanation, it was observed by Eluer 3n

* his studies of microstreaming that when surface active agents were added

to water, a thin surface filmn would form which tended to present a no-slip

boundary condition for the bubble. This boundary layer effect increased

j -22-



the microstreaming until it was brokeo up by the bubble pulsations. it

is possible that the addition of small amounts of surfactant induces

microstreaming without surface waves. This streaming increases the growth

rate for all values of the acoustic pressure amplitude and bubble radius,

and thus shows no inception threshold.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The principal conclusions of this report are as follows:

1. Measured values of the threshold for rectified diffusion as a function

of bubble radius and liquid surface tension agree with theory.

2. Measured values of the rate of growth of air bubbles by rectified

diffusion tend to be much larger than predicted for reduced values of the

surface tension.

3. It is possible that surface active agents increase the rate of bubble

growth during rectified diffusion by retarding outward gas diffusion

through the bubble surface.
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